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SYNTHESE :

Cette note décrit le travail actuellement accompli par la Direction des Etudes et
Recherches concernant l'utilisation des études probabilistes pour le calcul des
Spécifications Techniques d'Exploitation (STE).

On présente l'utilisation faite à EDF des études probabilistes pour le calcul des
STE. Puis, on décrit l'étude probabiliste de Sûreté de niveau 1 (appelée EPS 1300) de
Ia tranche 3 de la centrale nucléaire de Paluel. L'EPS 1300 est entièrement
informatisée et prend en compte le risque dans les états d'arrêt

Une étude de cas est présentée. EUe montre que le fait de considérer le risque
dans les états d'arrêt implique que les STE actuelles devraient être modifiées.
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EXECLTTVE SUMMARY :

This paper describes the current work performed by the Research and
Development Division of EDF concerning risk-based assessment of Operating
Technical Specifications (OTS).

The current risk-based assessment of OTS at EDF is presented. Then, the level
1 Probabilistic Safety Assessment of unit 3 of the Paluel nuclear power station (called
PSA 1300) is described. It is fully computerized and takes into account the risk in
shutdown states.

A case study is presented. It shows that the fact of considering shutdown risk
suggests that the current OTS should be modified.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the current work performed by the Research and

Development Division of EDF concerning risk-based assessment of Operating Technical

Specifications (OTS).

The current risk-based assessment of OTS at EDF is presented. Then, the level 1

Probabilistic Safety Assessment of unit 3 of the Paluel nuclear power station (called PSA

1300) is described. It is fully computerized and takes into account the risk in shutdown

states.

A case study is presented. It shows that the fact of considering shutdown risk

suggests that the current OTS should be modified.

1. CONTEXT

At EDF, one of the objectives of the OTS is to determine what actions have to be

taken when a component or set of components is unavailable. Many Allowed Outage

Times (AOTs) have been evaluated a few years ago based on a probabilistic criterion used

in agreement with French Safety Authorities: "the additional occurrence probability of a

serious accident (leading to core melt) while the nuclear plant is operating at full power

during the authorized time period, given the partial unavailability of the safety system,

must not exceed 10~7 ". The AOT is the duration of rime thai the component or system

can remain out of service before die plant has to shut down.

Then, the AOT associated with the unavailability of a component or system can be
calculated using the following relationship:

A R . T = 10-7

where:

A R is the increase in plant's core melt hourly risk as result of the

unavaflabiliiy of a component or system

T is the suggested AOT (in hours), which is afterwards debated between

EDF and die safety authorides

Figure 1 describes ïhis relationship.
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Since we consider the increase of risk as a result of the unavailability of a

component or system in a reactor state (in this case, full power), only the accidents

relevant to this unavailability and this reactor state require to be studied.

3. PRESENTATION OF THE PSA 1300

EDF conducted the project PSA 1300 from 1986 to the end of 1989 (1 ) (2).

Two aims have been assigned to the PSA 1300 project:

- evaluation of the probability of damage to the core of reactor unit 3 in die Paluel
nuclear power plant, in all reactor states and with a degree of detail as high as
possible,

- provision of a computer program for the performance of dûs evaluation, the
LESSEPS software package, in order to produce a PSA with scope for
development (3).

3.1 Operating profile

Tfee analysis of the operational feedback made it possible to establish the average
traie spent in different unit states. The reactor states defined for the PSA and the annual
durations associated with them, are as follows:
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STATE

bUiie a

state b

state c

stated

statee

SUB-STATE

al

a2crit

a2sub

DESCRIPTION

Operating point (pressure, temperature)

above (Pl 1, P12) U39b. 2950C at Paluel)

which corresponds to the standard states:

- reactor in power, set coupled

- reactor critical, set not coupled

- reactor subcritical

Operating point (pressure, temperature)

between (Pl 1, P12) and Residual Heat

Removal System conditions (30b, 1770C)

Shutdown on RHRS, Reactor Coolant

SN=StCm (RCS) full, closed and vented

RCS partially drained or open

(conservatively, it is the state in which the

level of the RCS is in the low work range

of the RHRS and where there is minimum

reactor coolant mass)

Refuelling cavity full with at least one fuel

element in the vessel

TIME LN DAYS

268

12

15

2 (38 hours)

11

19

9

3.2 LESSEPS 1300

A computerized knowledge base called LESSEPS 1300 was developed in the

framework of the project PSA 1300. It is a set of reliability models, computation

methods and computer tools. It comprises about 200 fault trees, ISO states graphs and

200 event trees (4).

The partial or total unavailabilities of safety systems are generally introduced in

the form of a "balloon" (all the components rendered inoperable during maintenance) for

which outage rate is calculated on the basis of feedback from operating experience on the

Palael power plant. By performing sensitivity studies on the outage rates associated with

each balloon. LESSEPS 1300 allows the evaluation of the "new" annual risk in each

reactor sate. If we divide by the annual durations spent in different reactor states, we

could deduce the measure of die "new" mean hourly risk in each reactor state, given the

unavailabiliîv.
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3.3 Limitation ahoul the use of the PSA 1500 for OTS

Since the PSA 1300 is a level I PSA, only systems that take paît in preventing

core melt have been modelled. This is the reason why the number of single

unavailabilities relevant with respect to the use of the PSA 1300 is quite low. The PSA

1300 is not useful at all for components that are only involved in containment or in the

operability of the plant (e.g., Containment Atmosphere Monitoring System, primary

coolant pumps).

4. CASE STUDY

One of the main lessons of the PSA 1300 is the significant role played by

shutdown states (which account for approximately 55% of risks). Then, the following

question becomes important: does the shutdown really lead to minimizing the increase of

risk due to the unavailability of a safety-related component ?

The study of the long-term unavailability of a Medium-Head Safety Injection

(MHSD pump was carried out.

NB: the results presented below do not include the results of the following

accident sequence studies: the total loss of heat sink and the total loss of emergency

power supply, which have been updated recently, but which have not yet received

approval.

4.1 Description of the study

In the "reference" calculation of the hourly risk in each reactor state, none of

components is assumed to be in maintenance. This is the reason why all outages have to

be put to zero.

However, ihe impact of outages on the results is almost negligible: for example,

the risk ai Ml power with the basic outages of die PSA 1300 is about 5.8E-10 /h, while

the same one wuhout any unavailability is about 5.6E-10 /h.

For each event tree, we calculate the hourly risk for all reactor states associated
witii this event tree.
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Panicular attention has to be paid to one dilution sequence. For this dilution

sequence, the initiating event is the loss of the main electric power supply (leading to the

loss of lhe primary pumps) during dilution related to the criticallity search after a

shutdown.

This critieallity search occurs after a refueling shutdown, or after a hot shutdown

or after a cold shutdown if it is the beginning of cycle. Its duration depends on the kind

of shutdown. Then, the annual risk associated with this sequence depends on both the

annual number and the kind of shutdowns. Moreover, the hourly risk due to this

sequence is not the division of the annual risk by the annual duration of the state "reactor

subcrirical™.

The hourly result of this sequence is then subtracted from the hourly risk in the

state "reactor subcriricaT and put aside.

Supposing the unavailability of a MHSI pump, and putting to one the outage rates

associated with the balloon of the pump, a sensitivity calculation can be performed.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the results of the "reference" calculation with the

results of this sensitivity study.

IP-ft .

1E-9 •

ÎE-ÎO

COMPARISON OF HOURLY RISKS

r-ÊM

ILE
al

rtrt
a2oit a2sii> b C

LJ reference • HS) pump unavailable

d

Figure 2

The AOT associated with the unavailability of a MHSI pump can then be

calculated using the following relationship:

T = 10-7 / (R"ai - Ra i)
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where:
T is the suggested AOT
R'al is the hourly risk at full power, given the unavailability of a MHSI pump
Rai is the hourly risk at full power without any unavailability

T = lO-7 / (1.67E-9 - 5.SE-10) = 90 hours

Thus, the AOT associated with the unavailability of a MHSI pump and calculated

with ihe current method seems to be about 4 days.

Suppose that the failure of the MHSI pump requires S days to be repaired. The

current safe shutdown condition is the intermediate shutdown with the Residual Heat

Removal System (RHRS) valved-out (30b, 1770C). Figure 3 shows the distribution of

the hourly risks in different reactor states and the evolution of the primary pressure when

the current OTS are enforced. The specific sequence occurring during a phase of dilution

is included; here, after a hot shutdown, the duration of this phase of dilution is about 2.S

hours.

DISTRIBUTION OF HOCRLY RISKS FOR OPERATIONS ASSOCIATED
« ! T O THE L-NAVAlLABILnY OF A MSIPLMP

Plcs(t»
r '60

. 140

' 120

. 100

. 8 0

. 6 0

• 40

• 20

Figure 3

We can easily nonce that, whatever the duradon of ihe imavailability of the MHSI

pump snay be. the increase of risk associated with operating until the "safe" shutdown
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condition is far higher than that associated with remaining at full power or shutting down

until hot standby. As a matter of fact, by operating until the intermediate shutdown:

- one denies oneself the automatic sun-up of the Safety Injection System (SIS)

for most of LOCAs. even if thi« system is partially unavailable;

- one increases the frequency of the accident for which the unavailable component

is principally designed, because the isolation valves on the relief lines of

pressurizer are forced open.

4.2 Discussion about results

The PSA 1300 was conducted in order to evaluate the probability of damage to the

core per unit and per year. Thus, some conservative assumptions were kept because they

had no impact on the annual probability. Here, for risk-based assessment of OTS, we

argue about hourly riiks. This is the reason why some of those assumptions have had to

be .«viewed.

Concerning the case study, the main assumptions are the following ones:

- The rate of primary breaks per hour has been assumed to be equal to that applied at the

nominal temperature and pressure. Although this might seem to be a conservative

estimate, most breaks are caused by erosion or corrosion, and are more likely to arise

under transient conditions than under normal operating conditions. In this respect, there

has been no proof that failure rates are substantially lower at low pressure or low

temperature than under nominal conditions.

- The success criteria of SIS for a small LOCA are the same during the whole
intermediate shutdown; while in the intermediate shutdown state with the RHRS valved-
out, one MHSI pump is not absolutely necessary to mitigate a small LOCA: one out of
the four safety injection pumps (low-head or medium-head) is adequate to prevent core
damage. Therefore, the failure probability of SIS in die safe shutdown condition is lower
than in the rest of the intermediate shutdown state.

- The lime i after which the operators have to start-up the safety injection system in

response to a break in a steam line of the piessurizer was assumed to be unique in the

vAote intermediate shutdown state (i.e.. the minimal time corresponding to the upper part

of ihe intermediate shutdown state). Therefore, die probability p of this operator error is

lower in the iniermediaie shutdown state with the RHRS valved-out (30b, 1770C: t=2h
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and p=1.4E-3) than at the upper pan of the intermediate shutdown suue (139b, 295°C:

t=lhandp=4.2E-3>.

The previous distribution of hourly risks lakes into account the modifications

concerning the last ivvo assumptions, which are related to the construction of reliability

models.

4.3 Towards a new management of operations ?

For the long-term unavailability considered (5 days), and whatever the current

managements of the operations may be (i.e., remaining at full power or shutting down

until 30b). the probabilistic criterion of 10~7 cannot be respected. The solution could be a

change in the way of shutting down.

Using very simplified event trees, let us compare the accident "small LOCA" in

the "safe" shutdown condition and in reactor state a, given the unavailability of a MHSI

pump:

event

hunun cjiui.
uaadvenem

shutdown of StS failure of SIS

2.7E-7A
1.2E-3

2.1E-4 (mean value)

Small LOCA in reactor state a

consequences i
and I

probability I

acceptab'e

unacceptable
3.2E-10 /h

unacceptable
5.7E-IlZh

Adding breaks on a steam line of the piessurizer, the overall risk related to a small

LOCA in iractor state a is about 4.2E-IGZh.
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irUiaV.ngeveta: bteik
cm d steam lir.c of the

pressuriser

i!he ether MT.aU LOCAs

2MEtIt

Small LC

humir. error:
fa-.iure to

CDcrâW SIS ^ : c o f S l S

consequences
and

probability

9E-5

I.4E-3

)CA in the safe shutdown condition (3

unacceptable

unacceptable
4.1E-9/h

Ob, 1770C)

The overall risk related to a small LOCA in the intermediate shutdown state with

the RHRS valved-out is about 4.3E-9 /h. It is higher than at full power, although the

reliability of SIS is better.

Supposing that a Low-Head Safety Injection (LHSD pump was manually started-

up as soon as the reactor is in state b. The risk in the "safe" shutdown condition due to

the accident "small LOCA" would be approximately of the order 10"10 /h. This new

management of operations would permit:

- to avoid the non-automatic start-up of SIS,

- to profit by the redundancy of the four safety injection pumps.

Thus, the intermediate shutdown state with the RHRS valved-out would be the
"real" safe shutdown condition.

4.4 Comparison between the different managements of oneratinns

The duration of the unavailability of the MHSI pump is supposed to be 5 days.

The increase of risk associated with remaining at full power is:

Si = ( R'ai - R a l ) 120
«here:

R ' a I is the hourly risk ai full power, given the unavailability of a MHSI pump

R 2 1 is IiK hourly risk at full power, MHSI pump available

120 is the duration of the unavailability in hours

S1 = UE-7
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The increase of iisk associated with operating until the return to the initial state

*and through the current "safe" shutdown condition) is:

S 2 = S i R' . t , + S j Rj tj - R a l ( 120 + S j tj )

where:

i is tiie reactor state from power until the safe shutdown condition

R'; is the hourly risk in state i, given the unavailability of the MHSI pump

tj is the duration of time in state i

j is the state from the safe shutdown condition (not included) to return to power

Rj is the hourly risk in state j , MHSI pump repaired

t: is the duration of time in state j

The calculation gives: Si = 8.5E-7

As was planned in figure 3, the current management is not the best one.

Supposing that one LHSI pump was manually started-up as soon as the reactor is

in state b. Another calculation gives the increase of risk associated with this arrangement:

it is about 1E-7. We can notice that the gain (with regard to remaining at full power) is

not very important for this duration of the unavailability of a MHSI pump. This is due to

the risk during the transient states. The gain would be higher for a longer duration of the

unavailability.

5. COXCLIiSIOX

This paper is aimed at demonstrating that the PSA 1300, which is fully

computerized and which takes into account risk in shutdown states, is a powerful tool for

risk-based assessment of Operating Technical Specifications (OTS).

The PSA 1300 emphasized the importance of risk in shutdown states. The

current design of reactor units is, in fact, based on the premise that there will be little risk

arising in shutdown states. Consequently, the majority of analyses carried out and

design considerations adopted for systems and automatic equipment have been based on

reactors under operating conditions. It is therefore essential to consider the increase of

risk associated with operating from the occurrence of the unavailability of a component

until the return to initial condition. People involved in PSA area become more and more

aware of this necessity (S) (6).



The computerized PSA represents an overall view of safety of the plant, and not a

"system view" of safety. When we consider the increase of risk at full power, only the

accidents at full power imparted by the partial or total unavailability of a safety system

require to be studied. But it oecomes essential to take into account all the accidents when

we consider a change of reactor state. For example, considering the unavailability of a

diesel generator and the accidents impacted by this component, i.e., essentially station

blackout, the "safe" shutdown condition seems to be the intermediate shutdown. Thus,

we "forget" that the unit is. in this reactor state, quite vulnerable towards primary breaks.

The computerized PSA does not "forget"...

Thus, it appears that a risk-based assessment of OTS has the potential to better

control plant operational risk compared to a deterministic assessment Nevertheless, it is

necessary to remain modest: there are many factors, physical and operating, that a purely

probabilistic approach cannot take into account. Moreover, the use of this tool is

confined to a limited number of safety components.

In this paper, a new method, developing at Electricité de France, for risk-based

assessment of OTS has been presented through a case study. The main outlines of this

method are an evaluation of the core melt hourly risk (due to all types of accidents) in

different reactor states and an interpretation of results. It can help to determine not only

the Allowed Outage Time, but also the "real" safe shutdown condition and in some cases

the way of shutting down. However, some improvements in the reliabilistic models in

shutdown states have to be made.
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